Congratulations with your MadPong set!

Touch the
heaviest person

Act like
Michael Jackson

Act like
James bond

Touch someones
bum

Act Like
The Matrix

Dance like
Psy

Russian
folk dance

Act like
a donkey

Act Like
Merilyn Monroe

Run like
Baywatch

Act like
a cowboy

Act like
Snoop Dogg

Act like
Superman

Pretend to
hoola hoop

Act like
Rocky

Act like
Charlie Chaplin

Irish dance

Act like
Donald Trump

Act like
a baby

Act Like
James Brown

Touch the
salt

Act like
Mick Jagger

Dance like
Beyoncé

Act like
Tarzan

Make a
Touchdown

Twerk

Dab

Touch the person
with the longest hair

Act like a frog

Act like
MC Hammer

Act like
Hulk Hogan

Act like
a guitar player

Line dance

Without you MadPong wouldn't be in your hands right now. MadPong has become a reality thanks to the
amazing support of you, the community, by supporting its crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter.
On behalf of the MadPong crew, have fun playing and we wish you an amazing and memorable party!

PREPARATION
1

Place the cups on a long table in your favorite formation, do the same at the opposite side.

2

Fill the cups with a beverage of your choice (keep the beverage below the slope).

3

Choose your favorite challenges and place them inside all cups with the skull facing upwards.

4

Fill in the shot cup with a beverage of your liking.

HOW TO PLAY
1

Make teams of one or more players.

2

Take turns in throwing the ping pong ball, the objective is to score inside the opponent’s cup.

3

If your opponent scores, take out the ball and the challenge (don't show the challenge to the others)
and drink the beverage.

4

After you emptied your drink, perform the challenge. For instance: when the challenge shows a cow,
act like a cow. All players including your team mates must mimic you.

5

As the person initiating the challenge, you are the referee. Your task is to keep track of who was last
in performing the challenge, and if it was executed properly. The last person to perform the challenge
lost, and must take a shot.

6

Keep playing until one of the teams has no cups left.

7

The team that manages to get rid of all cups of the opposite team first, wins.

WARNING / IMPORTANT
We do not support misuse of alcohol. If you choose to play MADPONG with alcoholic beverages make sure
you are of legal age in your country, don’t drink excessively and don’t drink and drive. People who play
MADPONG are responsible for their own actions while playing. Rebelz games cannot be liable for any
damage or accidents that may result from these actions. Before playing read the instructions and remove
any components/challenge that you may find inappropriate.
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